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Abstract— We consider energy efficient network coding design
in wireless networks with multiple unicast sessions. Our approach
decomposes multiple unicast sessions into a superposition of mul-
ticast and unicast sessions, with coding occurring only within each
session. We give an optimization approach that is more general
than the existing poison-remedy optimization formulation. For the
case of wireless, we consider XOR coding and give an achievable
rate region for a primary interference model. To simplify network
operation, we give an oblivious backpressure algorithm which does
not optimize overhearing of transmissions, and a practical protocol
called COPR based on the oblivious backpressure algorithm.
Simulation experiments show that COPR largely reduces network
power consumption over existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider energy efficient cross-layer opti-
mization for wireless networks by exploiting network coding
and multiple-reception gain. We focus on network coding
across multiple unicast sessions, or intersession network cod-
ing. Optimal intersession network coding design is an open
problem; various suboptimal algorithms have been proposed,
e.g. [1]–[4].
Our approach decomposes multiple unicast sessions into a
superposition of multicast and unicast sessions, with coding
occurring only within each session. For the case of wireless
networks, we consider simple one-hop XOR coding as in COPE
[1], where each node uses knowledge of what its neighbors have
overheard to perform opportunistic network coding such that
each encoded packet can be decoded immediately at the next
hop. Reference [1] demonstrated substantial throughput gains
for network coding that grow with the level of congestion. In
this paper we consider the benefit of network coding for energy
saving in power-constrained settings with less congestion. In
doing so we develop general techniques that apply also to
the case of throughput optimization and congestion control in
wireless networks.
To exploit multiple-reception gain, we model the network as
a directed hypergraph. The achievable rate region of one-hop
XOR coding is determined under a primary interference model.
It is difficult and complicated to design dynamic scheduling
and coding algorithms to achieve the entire rate region as it
typically requires optimization over overheard flows. To sim-
plify network operation, an oblivious backpressure algorithm
is proposed which does not optimize overheard flows. The link
scheduling problem is found to be a maximum weighted hyper-
graph matching problem, which can be solved distributedly by
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using the algorithms in [5]. To further reduce the complexity of
session scheduling, the algorithm optimizes only over coding
opportunities for packets at the head of queues at each node. By
using the suboptimal scheduling algorithm, a fully distributed
COPR protocol is proposed. Our simulation experiments show
that COPR achieves up to 25% power saving over pure routing,
showing that exploiting multiple-reception gain and network
coding can enhance overall network performance substantially.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A new optimization approach is proposed for intersession
network coding, based on decomposition into a superpo-
sition of multicast and unicast sessions with intrasession
network coding. This formulation includes the poison-
remedy approach of [2]–[4] as a special case.
• The achievable rate region of one-hop wireless XOR
coding is determined under a primary interference model.
• An oblivious backpressure algorithm is proposed for dy-
namic scheduling and one-hop wireless XOR coding. Note
that COPE does not have a specially designed session
and link scheduling algorithm. Moreover, we also consider
exploiting multiple-reception gain. The oblivious back-
pressure based scheduling can also be combined with fixed
path routing as in COPE.
• A fully distributed protocol, COPR, is proposed. By us-
ing specially designed packets’ format, the overhead of
sending reception reports is reduced.
II. RELATED WORK
For brevity we do not list all works on network coding and
on backpressure techniques in networking, but mention here a
few that are most closely related to this work. Without network
coding, joint congestion control, routing, and scheduling is
studied in [6]. The impact of imperfect scheduling on cross-
layer design is studied in [7]. In [8], the network capacity
region is characterized, and a joint routing and power allocation
policy is proposed to stabilize any input rates within the
capacity region. This approach is extended in [9] to consider
energy efficiency, and in [10] to consider multiuser diversity.
Opportunistic routing protocol is proposed in [11] which makes
use of multiuser diversity.
With intrasession network coding, in [12], Lun et. al. pro-
pose a dual subgradient method for the problem of minimum
cost multicasting with network coding. For rate control, the
approach in [6] is extended to wireline networks in [13]. In [14],
the rate stability region for a wireless network with and without
correlated sources is characterized. Crosslayer design with
broadcast advantage is considered in [5], where the scheduling
problem is formulated as a hypergraph matching problem.
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With intersession network coding, opportunistic XOR coding
is proposed in [1]. Constructive XOR coding across pairs
of unicasts is considered in [2] using a linear optimization
approach. Dynamic backpressure is applied in [3], [4]. In
[15], coding-aware routing is considered, which requires central
controller.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Network Model
Wireless networks are considered in this paper. As in [5],
[14], [16], the network is modeled as a directed hypergraph
H = (N ,A), where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of
hyperarcs. A hyperarc is a pair (i, J), where i, the start node,
is an element of N , and J , the set of end nodes, is a non-
empty subset of N . Each hyperarc (i, J) represents a broadcast
link from node i to nodes in J , which indicates that a packet
transmitted by node i may be received by nodes in J due to the
broadcast nature of the wireless channel. When J only contains
a single node j, the hypergraph reduces to the conventional
graph model used in [6], [7]. A set of unicast sessions U =
{u˜1, . . . , u˜|U|} is transmitted through the network. There are
|U| commodities in the network corresponding to each unicast
session. Let sc and tc denote the source and receiver of
commodity c (or unicast session u˜c, the terms commodity and
session are used interchangeablely in this paper), and x˜c denote
the flow rate of commodity c, c = 1, . . . , |U|. For a unicast
session u˜c where the source sc wants to transmit x˜c bits to the
sink tc, by the flow conservation condition, we have∑
{J|(i,J)∈A}
∑
j∈J
fciJj −
∑
j∈N
∑
{I|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
fcjIi = σ˜
c
i , ∀i ∈ N , (1)
where
σ˜ci =
{
x˜c, if i = sc
−x˜c, if i = tc
0, otherwise,
(2)
and fciJj is the flow rate over hyperarc (i, J) intended to node
j ∈ J .
The primary interference model is assumed in this paper,
where each node is equipped with only a single transceiver.
Therefore, links that share a common node cannot be active
simultaneously. If we further assume that nodes use orthogonal
CDMA or FDMA, links that do not share nodes can transmit
at the same time. Under this interference model, it is easy to
see that any feasible link schedule corresponds to a hypergraph
matching [5], where a hypergraph matching is defined as a
set of hyperarcs with no pair incident to the same node.
Let Ξ denote the set of all hypergraph matchings with each
hypergraph matching indexed by ξ. We represent a hypergraph
matching as a 0-1 vector αξ, where the l-th entry is
αξiJ =
{
1 if (i, J) ∈ ξ,
0 otherwise. (3)
The set of all the feasible scheduling vectors is defined as the
convex hull of these 0-1 scheduling vectors
Π =

α
∣∣∣∣∣∣α =
∑
ξ∈Ξ
bξα
ξ, bξ ≥ 0,
∑
ξ∈Ξ
bξ ≤ 1

 , (4)
where α = (αiJ ) and αiJ denotes the frequency of (i, J) used
in scheduling.
Different from previous work [5]–[7], where lossless link
or hyperarc is assumed and Shannon channel capacity is
s1
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Fig. 1. The wireline butterfly network. Each link is with unit capacity. Two
unicast sessions exist. si and ti are source and receiver of session u˜i, i = 1, 2.
used, here we assume each hyperarc is lossy, which means
it experiences packet erasures, a more realistic assumption for
practical systems such as IEEE 802.11. Let RiJ denote node
i’s transmission rate on hyperarc (i, J), where RiJ is assumed
to be fixed. Node i allocates power PiJ to (i, J), which is
assumed to be fixed as P toti (P toti is the total power at node
i). Note that the proposed algorithms can also be extended
to the case that RiJ is chosen from a set of discrete values
corresponding to different modulations and PiJ is chosen from
a set of different power levels. Under the primary interference
model, the packet reception probability at node j for a trans-
mission on (i, J) is only determined by RiJ , PiJ , hij and is
independent of other nodes’ transmissions, i.e., the function
piJj(RiJ , PiJ , hij), where hij represents the current state of
channel from node i to node j. Denote 2J as the power set of J
and ηiS(RiJ , PiJ , hiJ ) as the probability that S ⊆ J is exactly
the set of nodes that successfully receive a packet transmitted
by node i. The dependence of piJj and ηiS on RiJ , PiJ , hiJ
is neglected in the following. Let fS,ciJj denote the flow rate of
commodity c from i to j when S ⊆ J is exactly the set of
nodes that receive a packet transmitted by node i successfully.
By using scheduling α, we have the following constraints
fciJj =
∑
{S|S∈2J , j∈S}
fS,ciJj , ∀i, j ∈ J, (5)
∑
j∈S
fS,ciJj = αiJλ
c
iJηiSRiJ , ∀S ∈ 2J , (6)
where 0 ≤ λciJ ≤ 1 is the fraction of time that node i transmits
traffic from commodity c over (i, J), and the right hand side
of (6) is the average transmission rate from i to nodes in S.
B. Network Coding
In network coding, each node is allowed to perform algebraic
operations on received packets. Network coding can be classi-
fied into intrasession network coding and intersession network
coding. Intrasession network coding performs coding only
across packets of the same session, while intersession network
coding codes packets across different sessions. Intrasession
network coding allows traffic for different sinks of a session
to share network capacity. Typically random network coding is
used for intrasession coding to ensure fully distributed network
operating algorithms.
Intersession network coding is still in its infancy. State of
art approach usually uses poison-remedy flow scheme [2]–[4].
For example, consider the wireline butterfly network in Fig. 1.
If all the links in Fig. 1 have unit capacity, x˜1 = x˜2 = 1 is
not feasible with routing, yet feasible with intersession network
coding as shown in Fig. 1, where x˜i is the rate of session u˜i,
i = 1, 2. However, when the capacity of each link is arbitrary,
it is not easy to determine the optimal intersession network
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coding strategy. In [2]–[4], whenever the flows from the two
sessions are coded (or poisoned) at node 1, a remedy request is
sent to s1 (s2), and s1 (s2) sends remedy packets along the link
(s1, t2) ((s2, t1)) to facilitate decoding the encoded packets at
t2 (t1). This approach requires high overhead to send remedy
request, it does not allow coding over remedy packets, and it
only allows coding over two sessions each time.
IV. INTERSESSION NETWORK CODING VIA SESSION
DECOMPOSITION
In this section we describe a new optimization approach
for intersession network coding that is also inspired by Fig.
1 but is more general than the poison-remedy formulation. Our
algorithm is based on the observation that in the coding scheme
in Fig. 1, source si actually multicasts bi to both t1 and t2,
i = 1, 2. Therefore, the two unicast sessions can be considered
as a single multicast session with two sources s1, s2 and two
receivers t1, t2. When the capacity of each link in Fig. 1 is
arbitrary, we can consider that three sessions exist, where two
unicast sessions ui, i = 1, 2 share the same source and sink as
u˜i, and one multicast session m has two sources s1, s2 and two
receivers t1, t2. Let xui denote the rate of session ui and xm
denote the rate of session m. The coding scheme in Fig. 1 then
becomes intrasession coding within the multicast session m.
Note that there is no intersession coding in the new formulation.
This approach decomposes multiple unicast sessions into
a superposition of multicast and unicast sessions, and can
be generalized to coding across pairs of commodities on a
general network as follows. The source sc of each commodity
c ∈ U partitions its exogenous packets into a unicast to
receiver node tc and |U| − 1 multicast sessions each involving
one other commodity. Each multicast session m involves two
commodities c1m, c2m and two corresponding receiver nodes t1m
and t2m. For i = 1, 2, tim becomes an intermediate source for
the commodity cim packets it decodes, and discards packets
that are not from cim; like the original sources it partitions its
decoded commodity cim packets into a unicast to receiver node
tcim and |U| − 1 multicast sessions each involving one other
commodity. The commodity c packets that are unicast from
the original and/or intermediate sources are treated as a single
unicast session u˜c. The packets from commodities c1m, c2m that
are multicast from the original and/or intermediate sources to
a pair of corresponding receiver nodes t1m and t2m are treated
as a single multicast session m. Intrasession network coding is
applied within each session.
The network capacity constraints and flow conservation for
each session are the same as for the intra-session network
coding problem, e.g. [12]–[14], and the techniques in these
works can be generalized to this case by adding the following
additional constraints on flow conservation across sessions,
where xmci and x
uc
i denote the flow rate of commodity c from(new or intermediate) source node i for multicast session m
and unicast session uc respectively:∑
{m|t1m=i and c=c1m
or t2m=i and c=c2m}
∑
j∈N
xmcj + I(tc = i)
∑
j∈N
xucj + I(sc = i)x˜
c
=
∑
m
xmci + x
uc
i + I(tc = i)x˜
c, ∀i ∈ N , c,
(7)
where I(·) is the indicator function. The left hand side of (7)
is the total flow rate of commodity c received at node i and
the right hand side is the total flow of commodity c injected at
node i for all the sessions.
There are |U| unicast sessions and up to (|U|2 )|N |(|N | − 1)
multicast sessions. The complexity can be traded off flexibly
against performance by constraining the set of potential mul-
ticast receiver nodes. The intermediate nodes may be chosen
heuristically or randomly (like oblivious routing).
We can generalize this approach by allowing a multicast
session to involve a set C of more than two commodities to
be coded together, or more than two receiver nodes tim. The
commodities in C are partitioned among the receiver nodes so
that each commodity’s packets are kept at only one receiver
which becomes an intermediate source for those packets.
Note that our formulation does not explicitly have remedy
request and remedy flows. This allows more general coding of
remedy flows with poison flows, and includes the XOR poison-
remedy approach in [2]–[4] as a special case. Also there is no
need for separate transmission of remedy requests.
V. ENERGY EFFICIENT OPPORTUNISTIC BACKPRESSURE
ALGORITHMS
A. Motivation and Key Idea
The algorithms in [2]–[4] for intersession network coding
have high complexity and overhead, while the experimental
results in [2] show that the gain of intersession network coding
with the poison-remedy approach is fairly modest in wireline
networks compared with optimal routing. On the other hand,
it is reported in [1] that simple network coding can achieve
large gains in the total throughput in wireless networks. One
fundamental difference between the setup in [1] and those
in [2]–[4] is that the former uses the broadcast nature of
wireless communication. All these motivate us to consider using
“simple” intersession network codes to exploit the multiple-
reception gain in wireless networks.
We consider the one-hop XOR intersession network coding
strategy that each coded packet is decoded at the immediate
nexthop node, which is similar to that in [1]. However, our
approach differs from [1] in that we carefully design session
scheduling policy while [1] simply apply round-robin packet
scheduling at each node. Also we consider opportunistic re-
ception of both coded and uncoded packets while [1] only
considers uncoded packets. For example, in Fig. 2, the packet
successful reception probabilities from node 3 to nodes 4-7
are labeled besides each link. Nodes 4 and 5 receive b1 from
node 1, nodes 6 and 7 receive b2 from node 2, and node 3
receives both b1 and b2. By using the strategy in [1], node
3 sends an encoded packet b1 + b2 to nodes 5 and 6, while
our strategy also allows nodes 4-7 to receive the coded packet
as all of them can decode the packet. The probability that at
least one intended node receives the coded packet is 0.75 in the
former case, while it increases to 0.9375 in the later case, which
shows the potential benefit by using the proposed strategy. In
our strategy, if both 4 and 5 receive the coded packet, a protocol
is run to determined which one should keep the packet. Details
of the protocol will be given in Section VI. When applying
this strategy to a general wireless network, the key idea is to
adopt the algorithm in Section IV by decomposing the network
into superimposed wireless butterfly networks, each of which
is similar to that in Fig. 2 centering around every node.
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Fig. 2. Example of intersession coding with opportunistic reception. The
packet successful reception probabilities from node 3 to nodes 4-7 are labeled
besides each link. Nodes 4 and 5 receive b1 from node 1, nodes 6 and 7 receive
b2 from node 2, and node 3 receives both b1 and b2.
B. Opportunistic Unicast without Network Coding
We start from the simple case of unicast without network
coding, which gives the intuition for the algorithm with network
coding in Section V-C. We want to minimize the average power
cost of the whole network. Let λciJ denote the fraction of time
node i transmits packets from commodity c to nodes in J ,∑
c λ
c
iJ = tiJ , and let αiJ be the frequency that (i, J) is used
in scheduling as in (4). Clearly, the percentage of time that
(i, J) is active is αiJ tiJ and the average power consumption on
(i, J) is αiJ tiJΩiJ (PiJ ), where ΩiJ(·) is a power cost function
associated with each (i, J), with the property ΩiJ (0) = 0.
We thus have the following joint opportunistic routing and
scheduling problem
min
f,λ,α
∑
(i,J)∈A
αiJ tiJΩiJ
(
P toti
)
subject to
∑
{J|(i,J)∈A}
∑
j∈J
fciJj −
∑
j∈N
∑
{I|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
fcjIi = σ˜
c
i ,
fciJj = λ
c
iJz
c
iJj , ∀i, j ∈ J,
zciJj =
∑
{S|S∈2J , j∈S}
zS,ciJj , ∀i, j ∈ J,
∑
j∈S
zS,ciJj = αiJηiSRiJ , ∀S ∈ 2J ,
∑
c∈U
λciJ = tiJ , 0 ≤ tiJ ≤ 1, α ∈ Π,
(8)
where the first constraint comes from (1), and the third and
fourth constraints follow from (5) and (6). As network coding
is not used, flow sharing is not available. Therefore, at any time
slot, node i can only transmit packets from a particular session.
zciJj denotes the achievable flow rate when only commodity c
exists at node i. By time sharing among all the sessions λciJzciJj
is flow rate for commodity c.
Note that in real networks, whether a packet is received
successfully by a node is a random process. Thus, solving (8) by
using dual decomposition directly may not give a scheduling
not matched to current network state. However, the solution
given by dual decomposition indeed sheds light on the optimal
operation at each time slot. By relaxing only the first set of
constraints in (8) and introducing Lagrange multipliers qci at
node i for commodity c, after simplification, we find that
solving the dual problem is equivalent to solving
max
f,λ,α
∑
(i,J)
∑
c
λciJ
∑
j∈J
zciJj
(
qci − qcj
)
−
∑
(i,J)∈A
αiJ tiJΩiJ
(
P toti
)
subject to zciJj =
∑
{S|S∈2J , j∈S}
zS,ciJj , ∀i, j ∈ J,
∑
j∈S
zS,ciJj = αiJηiSRiJ , ∀S ∈ 2J ,
∑
c∈U
λciJ = tiJ , 0 ≤ tiJ ≤ 1, α ∈ Π.
(9)
By fixing α and λciJ in (9) and considering only the set S in
(i, J), we first solve the problem
max
f
∑
j∈S
zS,ciJj
(
qci − qcj
)
subject to
∑
j∈S
zS,ciJj = αiJηiSRiJ .
(10)
Note that (10) is a linear program and the optimal solution
is achieved at an extreme point. The maximum value of
the objective function in (10) can be readily obtained as
αiJηiSRiJ maxj [qci − qcj ]+, where [·]+ denotes the projection
onto R+. Therefore, we have
max
f
∑
j∈J
zciJj
(
qci − qcj
)
subject to zciJj =
∑
{S|S∈2J , j∈S}
zS,ciJj , ∀i, j ∈ J,
∑
j∈S
zS,ciJj = αiJηiSRiJ
=αiJRiJ
∑
S∈2J
ηiS max
j∈S
[qci − qcj ]+.
(11)
Let πciJ 1 denote the permutation of nodes in J according to
queue length difference such that
[qci − qcπ(1)]+ ≥ [qci − qcπ(2)]+ ≥ · · · ≥ [qci − qcπ(|J|)]+. (12)
We can rewrite (11) as
αiJRiJ
∑
j
χciπ(j)[q
c
i − qcπ(j)]+ = αiJνciJ , (13)
where νciJ = RiJ
∑
j χ
c
iπ(j)[q
c
i − qcπ(j)]+, and χciπ(j) is the
probability that a packet transmitted by node i is successfully
received by node π(j) and it is not received by any node in
{π(1), . . . , π(j−1)} or equivalently any node has queue length
difference greater than π(j). Note that the representation of νciJ
in (13) is much easier to compute than (11).
The optimization problem at each (i, J) then becomes
max
0≤tiJ≤1
αiJ tiJ
(
ν∗iJ − ΩiJ
(
P toti
))
, (14)
where ν∗iJ = maxc νciJ . The solution to (14) is
t∗iJ =
{
0, if ν∗iJ ≤ ΩiJ
(
P toti
)
,
1, otherwise. (15)
Substituting (15) into (14) and summing over all hyperarcs, we
obtain the following scheduling problem
max
α
∑
(i,J)
αiJ
[
ν∗iJ − ΩiJ
(
P toti
)]+
, subject to α ∈ Π, (16)
1we neglect supscript and subscript in πciJ in the following for brevity. Its
meaning should be clear from context.
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which becomes a maximum weighted hypergraph matching
problem with [ν∗iJ − ΩiJ (P toti )]+ be the weight of hyperarc
(i, J). In [5], several distributed maximum weighted hyper-
graph matching algorithms are proposed, which can be applied
to solve (16) directly.
Remarks:
• The proposed algorithm can be readily modified for con-
gestion control and minimizing the power consumption per
bit. In the former case, we need to replace the objective
function with max
∑
c Uc(x˜
c), where Uc(·) is the utility
function for session c. In the latter case, the objective func-
tion is chosen as min
∑
c
∑
(i,J)∈A αiJλ
c
iJΩiJ(P toti )
x˜c . The
same dual decomposition approach applies to both cases.
The only modification is that each packet needs to track the
average power consumption during its transmission (for
example add the power consumption into the header of
each packet). The receiver needs to feed back the average
power per packet periodically to the corresponding source.
• If both the power and the transmission rate of each node
can be varied, piJj(RiJ , PiJ , hij) should be substituted
into (8) and the same algorithm can be applied. If the
function piJj(·) is known at each node, the power con-
sumption can be minimized by varying RiJ and PiJ .
C. Opportunistic Unicast with XOR Intersession Coding
1) Backpressure algorithm: Each node maintains a queue
for each commodity. The lengths of these queues are used to
make coding, routing and scheduling decisions. Each node also
maintains a side information buffer containing decoded packets
obtained via transmissions or overhearing. Analogously to
Section IV, we choose among possible uncoded transmissions
(unicast sessions) and coded transmissions (multicast sessions)
at each hyperarc (i, J).
Consider a hyperarc (i, J). Each packet p in the commodity
c queue at node i is associated with a side information set
Op consisting of those neighbors of i whose side information
buffers contain p. Suppose a set M of packets, each from
a different commodity, is coded together and transmitted on
(i, J). Then
ΓMpiJ =
⋂
{p′∈M|p′ =p}
Op′ ∩ J −Op (17)
is the set of nodes in J , excluding those in Op, that can decode
packet p if they receive the coded combination. A set M is a
valid coding set (multicast session) iff ΓMpiJ is nonempty for
all p ∈M.
Let Qci (t) denote the queue length of commodity c at node
i at time i. According to [6], [7], the dual variable qci at time t
can be written as qci (t) = Qci (t), where  is a positive stepsize.
The oblivious backpressure algorithm is described in detail in
the following:
Algorithm 1: Oblivious backpressure algorithm for joint
scheduling and XOR intersession coding
At time t:
• Initialization: At each node i, for each hyperarc (i, J),
search through the queue of each commodity (or the head of
line packets for each commodity) to find the valid coding sets
M. Let
νMiJ =RiJ
∑
c
∑
{S|S∈2J ,
S∩ΓMp
iJ
=∅}
ηiS max
j∈S∩Γmc
iJ
[qci (t)− qcj (t)]+, (18)
νuciJ =RiJ
∑
S∈2J
ηiS max
j∈S
[qci − qcj ]+, (19)
and ν∗iJ = max{maxM νMiJ , maxuc νuciJ }. Denote s∗iJ as the
session attaining ν∗iJ (ties are broken randomly).
• Link Scheduling: A distributed hypergraph matching algo-
rithm is executed to solve the scheduling problem (16) with
ν∗iJ obtained from the initialization step. If (i, J) is chosen by
the matching algorithm or αiJ = 1, node i becomes active.
• Session Scheduling, Network Coding, and Data Transmis-
sion: For each node i that is active, if ν∗iJ ≥ ΩiJ (P toti ), it
decides to transmit and it then checks s∗iJ . If s∗iJ is a unicast
session uc, node i simply transmits a packet from commodity
c at rate RiJ . If s∗iJ corresponds to a coding set (multicast
session) M, a coded packet is formed by XOR-ing together
the packets in M. The coded packet is then sent at rate RiJ .
• Packet Reception: On receiving an uncoded packet from
commodity c, for all nodes in J that receive the packet
from node i, only the node j with the largest queue length
difference [qci (t)−qcj(t)]+ puts the packet into its virtual queue
corresponding to commodity c and the other nodes put the
packet in their side information buffer. Moreover, the node
keeping the packet tries to learn which nodes have also received
this packet. On receiving a coded packet, for each commodity
c in the coded packet, among all nodes in ΓmciJ , only the node j
with the largest queue length difference [qci − qcj ]+ decodes the
packet using overheard packets in its side information buffer.
A node drops the packet if the packet is not decoded for any
commodity.
• Queue Update: In the end, each node updates its queue
length Qci and broadcasts it to its neighbors.
The intuition behind the above algorithm is obtained from the
dual decomposition in Section V-B. This algorithm is oblivious
to overhearing because it makes use of overheard packets
whenever possible but it does not optimize over overheard flows
as indicated by (18) and (19). Note that this algorithm only
requires nodes to communicate with direct neighbors. Thus, it
is a desired distributed algorithm.
In Algorithm 1, having each node check all the packets in
the virtual queue of commodity c to get all the possible coding
sets causes two problems in practice. First, packets may be
reordered because the scheduling prefers to transmit packets
which are overheard by many nodes rather than to transmit the
head of the queue. Second, it is complicated to search through
the queue. Therefore, in practice the algorithm only checks the
head of each virtual queue for potential coding sets.
In the packet reception component of Algorithm 1, we have
assumed that both the node with overheard packet and the node
performing XOR coding receives the packet from a common
one-hop neighbor. For example, in Fig. 2, both node 3 and
node 4 receive b1 from the common one hop neighbor node
1. In this case, overheard packets are from nodes one hop
away from the node performing XOR coding. We call this
overhearing scenario as one-hop overhearing. But, in Fig. 2,
node 4 may overhear b1 from another node 8 not from node
1. In this case, overheard packets are from nodes more than
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one hop away from the node performing XOR coding. We
call this overhearing scenario as multi-hop overhearing. The
derived scheduling policy can also be applied to multi-hop
overhearing as long as each node knows that for each packet in
its queue what other nodes have overheard this packet. We will
discuss possible implementations for the proposed algorithms
in Section VI.
2) Achievable Rate Region: We consider the achievable rate
region when decisions are made taking into account overhearing
probabilities. We take a fluid model approach. For each hyper-
arc (i, J), we consider as part of a single multicast session
m all coding sets M whose corresponding packets p of each
commodity c have the same side information sets Op = ΥmciJ .
As (8), when node i only transmits packets from unicast
session uc, we have the following constraints∑
j∈S
zS,uciJj = αiJηiSRiJ , ∀S ∈ 2J , (20)
where αiJ , ηiS , RiJ , S are defined as in Section III-A. Note that
in (20) we assume that the flow of commodity c is intended to
all nodes in J . But we can restrict potential forwarders to be a
subset of nodes J1 ⊆ J and all the nodes in J0 = J −J1 only
overhear traffic from node i without forwarding. In this case,
S ∈ 2J in (20) should be replaced by S ∈ 2J1 . We adopt (20)
in the following.
When node i only transmits packets from multicast session
m over (i, J), we have
zmciJj =
∑
{S|S∈2J , j∈S∩Γmc
iJ
}
zS,mciJj , ∀i, j ∈ J, (21)
∑
j∈S∩Γmc
iJ
zS,mciJj = αiJηiSRiJ , ∀S ∈ 2J , c,ΥmciJ = ∅. (22)
Note that (22) holds because with one-hop XOR network
coding different commodities in each multicast session can
share the capacity of each hyperarc. Let λmiJ and λ
uc
iJ denote
the fraction of time node i transmits packets from multicast
session m and from unicast session uc. By time sharing among
all the sessions fmciJj = λmiJzmiJj is flow rate for session m and
fS,uciJj = λ
uc
iJ z
S,uc
iJj is flow rate for session uc.
Let gOciJj denote the total flow of commodity c over (i, J)
received by node j, and is exactly overheard by nodes in Oc.
If we have a virtual queue for each commodity c and each side
information set Oc at each node, gOciJj is the flow contribution
from node i to the virtual queue corresponding to commodity
c and side information set Oc at node j. Note that in unicast
session uc node i sends fS,uciJj to node j, where S ⊆ J is defined
to be the set of nodes that exactly receive a packet transmitted
by node i successfully. All nodes in S overhear the flow fS,uciJj .
Node i can also keep the flow fS,uciJj after sending it. Therefore,
we have
fS,uciJj = g
Oc
iJj , Oc = {i} ∪ S − {j}. (23)
Here, we do not make use of overheard coded packets as in [1].
As the forwarding node i has all the packets in the coded packet,
in this case, the side information nodes set of any multicast
traffic is simply {i}. We thus have∑
m
fmciJj = g
Oc
iJj , Oc = {i}. (24)
Denote θmciJ as the probability that at least one node in ΓmciJ
receives the coded packet from i when session m is active at
i, and denote θuciJ as the probability that at least one node in J
receives the uncoded packet from i when session uc is active
at i. Transmitting flow from multicast session m will consume
λmiJθ
mc
iJ αiJRiJ packets in the virtual queue corresponding to
the side information set Oc if ΥmciJ = Oc. We then have the
following flow constraints at node i:∑
j∈N
∑
{I|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
gOcjIi
=
∑
(i,J)∈A

 ∑
{m|Υmc
iJ
=Oc}
λmiJθ
mc
iJ

αiJRiJ + yOci ,
(25)
∑
O′c,O′c =∅
y
O′c
i + σ˜
c
i =
∑
(i,J)∈A
λuciJ θ
uc
iJ αiJRiJ , (26)
where the left-hand side of (25) is the total incoming flow with
side information set Oc at node i, which may contribute to
the traffic of multicast sessions constituting Oc (the first term
of the right-hand side of (25)) and contribute to the traffic of
unicast session uc (the second term of the right-hand side of
(25)); yOci ≥ 0 is the amount of flow with side information
set Oc transmitted by unicast session uc. The left-hand side of
(26) is the total available flow for outgoing unicast session uc
at node i and the right-hand side of (26) is the total outgoing
flow of unicast session uc at node i; σ˜ci is defined in (2).
The achievable rate region is defined by the constraints (20)-
(26). Similar to unicast without network coding (8), we can
formulate unicast with intersession network coding as
min
f,λ,α
∑
(i,J)∈A
αiJ tiJΩiJ
(
P toti
)
subject to (20)− (26),
tiJ =
∑
m
λmiJ +
∑
uc
λuciJ , 0 ≤ tiJ ≤ 1, α ∈ Π.
(27)
3) Intuition and Performance Evaluation: We now show the
algorithmic intuition behind Algorithm 1. It is difficult to solve
(27) directly. For complexity reasons, in algorithm 1 we do
not try to optimize the overhearing nodes, and the possible
multicast sessions m are determined by network conditions.
For example, at each time slot, each node knows what other
nodes have overheard each packet in its queues, which can be
achieved via reception reports as in [1], or piggybacking on
other packets, or through the special packet acknowledgement
mechanism in Section VI, and thus it can construct all possible
multicast sessions m as in Algorithm 1. After summing (25)
over all Oc = ∅ and combining with (26), and substituting
gOciJj in (23) and (24) into the resulting equation, we have the
following modified problem
min
f,λ,α
∑
(i,J)∈A
αiJ tiJΩiJ
(
P toti
)
subject to
∑
{J|(i,J)∈A}
∑
j∈J
(∑
m
fmciJj + f
uc
iJj
)
−
∑
j∈N
∑
{I|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
(∑
m
fmcjIi + f
uc
jIi
)
= σ˜ci ,
fmciJj = λ
mc
iJ z
mc
iJj , f
uc
iJj = λ
uc
iJ z
uc
iJj ,
(20)− (22),
tiJ =
∑
m
λmiJ +
∑
uc
λuciJ , 0 ≤ tiJ ≤ 1, α ∈ Π.
(28)
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Note that (28) is similar to (8) and it can also be solved
following the same way as in Section V-B, which gives
the oblivious backpressure algorithm at the beginning of this
section. In general (28) is not equivalent to (27). Thus, the
oblivious backpressure algorithm is not optimal to solve (27),
and its achievable rate region is hard to obtain. We can however
bound its performance as follows.
Let ρci (t) = σ
u˜c
i −
∑
(i,J)
∑
j∈J
(∑
m f
mc
iJj + f
uc
iJj
)
+∑
j
∑
{I|(j,I)∈A, i∈I}
(∑
m f
mc
jIi + f
uc
jIi
)
and ρ(t) = (ρci (t)). If
there exists G such that ‖ρ(t)‖2 ≤ G for all t, we have the
following theorem on the performance of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1: Assume that x˜c lies in the rate region defined
by the constraints in (8). Let C(t) be the total power cost of
the network at time t by using Algorithm 1, C∗R be the optimal
cost of (8) without network coding, and C∗XOR be the optimal
cost of (27) with intersession network coding. We have the
following inequality
C∗XOR ≤ lim sup
t→∞
1
t
t∑
τ=1
E{C(τ)} ≤ C∗R + 
G
2
2
. (29)
Proof (Outline): The proof basically follows that in [6]. The
first inequality is trivial as the C∗XOR is the optimal cost with
XOR coding. Let Q(t) = (Qci (t)) and q(t) = (qci (t)). By the
definition of Qci (t) and its relationship with qci (t), we have
E
{‖q(t + 1)‖22|q(t)} ≤ E {‖q(t)− 
ρ(t)‖22|q(t)}
=E
{
‖q(t)‖22 − 2
C(t) + 2
C(t)− 2
ρT (t)q(t) + 
2‖ρ(t)‖22|q(t)
}
≤‖q(t)‖22 − 2
E{C(t)}+ 2
C∗R + 
2G2,
where in the last inequality we have used the fact that Algorithm
1 solves (14) and (16) optimally and the weight of each
hyperarc by using Algorithm 1 is at least as large as that
without network coding. Taking expectation on both sides of the
above equation over q(t) and applying the resulting equation
recursively, we obtain
E
{‖q(t + 1)‖22} ≤ E {‖q(1)‖22}−2
 t∑
τ=1
(E{C(τ)} − C∗R)+t
2G2.
Since E
{‖q(t + 1)‖22} ≥ 0, we obtain
1
t
t∑
τ=1
E{C(τ)} − C∗R ≤
E
{‖q(1)‖22} + t
2G2
2t

.
By taking t →∞, we obtain the second inequality in (29). 
Remarks:
• If we apply Algorithm 1 to the downlink of a cellular
network where a base station transmits data to K mobile
users and assume all the users have the same queue length
at base station all the time, it reduces to the scheduling
algorithm in [17], which allows only the user with the best
channel to transmit at any time.
• In this section, we focus on minimizing power consump-
tion given fixed input rates. As in [5]–[7], our proposed
algorithms can be readily extended to congestion control
by maximizing a utility function.
• Note that algorithms proposed in this section can also be
applied to applications with predetermined routes, such as
shortest path.
Frame 
Control Pkt_Num Pkt_ID Next_Hops
Frame 
Body CRCData Frame:
Frame 
Control Duration Rp_Flag CRCACK Frame: Pkt_ID
Pkt_ID Next_Hops
Fig. 3. Data and ACK frame formats in COPR.
VI. COPR PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section, we consider protocol design by using the
opportunistic backpressure algorithms derived in Section V-
C in synchronous slotted wireless networks using CDMA or
FDMA. A protocol called COPR (Coding with Opportunistic
Reception) is developed. We briefly outline the features of
COPR. Details of COPR can be found in [18]. We first consider
COPR with one-hop overhearing. The medium access control
(MAC) layer of COPR runs on top of 802.11b MAC. Each
time-slot is partitioned into three phases: contention period, data
transmission, and packet acknowledgement.
Contention Period: At the beginning of each time slot, one of
distributed hypergraph matching algorithms in [5] is executed
during the contention period. 802.11b MAC is used to resolve
contention during hypergraph matching.
Data Transmission: Data transmission, session scheduling,
and network coding follow Algorithm 1. Data frame format is
depicted in Fig. 3, which follows that in 802.11 standards. New
Pkt Num, Pkt ID, and Next Hops fields are added before
the frame body, where Pkt Num indicates the number of native
packets XOR-ed together, Pkt ID is the ID of one of the native
packets, and Next Hops includes the MAC addresses of all
possible next hop nodes corresponding to the native packet with
Pkt ID. The addresses in Next Hops are in decreasing order
of queue difference. The maximum number of next hop nodes
for each Pkt ID is denoted as max next num.
The complexity of finding packets to XOR-ed together is
exponential in the number of commodities. In [18], several low
complexity and suboptimal algorithms are proposed.
Packet Acknowledgement: COPR reserves multiple acknowl-
edgement slots. If a node hears a packet and it checks that
its address is the j-th address in Next Hops corresponding to
the i-th Pkt ID, it decodes the coded packet to obtain Pkt ID
and then waits for SIFS+((i − 1)·max next num+j − 1) ·
(ack tx time+SIFS) before sending its acknowledgement,
where ack tx time is the time to transmit an ACK packet
and SIFS denotes the short interframe space in 802.11. The
ACK frame format is shown in Fig. 3. A new Rp Flag field
of max next num bits is added before the CRC. If the j-th bit
in Rp Flag is 1, it indicates that the j-th node in Next Hops
also receives Pkt ID. Each node maintains a vector r of length
max next num. At the beginning of each time slot, it sets r as
an all zero vector. If it receives a packet and its address is the j-
th address in Next Hops corresponding to the Pkt ID, it sets
the j-th entry of r, rj to be 1. During packet acknowledgement
period, whenever it overhears an ACK packet, it checks whether
the Pkt ID of this ACK is equal to the Pkt ID it receives.
If yes, it sets ri to 1 if the i-th entry of Rp Flag in the ACK
is 1 (simply OR Rp Flag and r). At end of each time slot,
if ri = 1, it means that the i-th node in Next Hops has also
received the Pkt ID. To get a tradeoff between performance
improvement and overhead of sending ACK, in [18], we find
the optimal value of max next num is 3 by using 802.11b
parameters in fast Rayleigh fading channels. COPR also allows
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Fig. 4. Connectivity map of Roofnet in August 2004, with a diamond icon
for each of the 24 nodes that participated in the experiments in this section
(the .kml file of this map for Google earth is available online at http:
//www.its.caltech.edu/˜taocui/roof_net.kml).
nodes that are not added into the hypergraph matching to
overhear packets. In this case, reception report still needs to
send as COPE. But from experiments, we find this case rarely
happens.
Multiple-hop overhearing may be exploited to improve the
network performance. We create a new field, Overheard Node,
in the header of a packet and put into the addresses of nodes
that have overheard this packet. To reduce the overhead of this
approach, we only keep those nodes that are K hops away from
current node, or the number of overhearing node addresses is
set to be K·max next num. A tradeoff between overhead and
performance can be attained through K.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of different algo-
rithms via packet level simulation on Roofnet [19], whose con-
nectivity map in August 2004 is shown in Fig. 4. Even though
Roofnet is not designed for energy efficient communication, we
use this network to evaluate different algorithms because of the
availability of experimental data on link loss rates in [19], which
is labeled with different colors in Fig. 4. All nodes use identical
802.11b cards based on at Conexant (formerly Intersil) PRISM
2.5 chip-set. The cards are configured to transmit at 1 Mbit/s
using BPSK modulation. The transmission power of each node
is set to be 23 dBm. Each packet is of length 1 KB. Different
algorithms are compared using average consumed power per
bit. Each node starts with enough energy so that it will not
run out of its energy during the simulations. Only power
consumption during data transmission and ACK transmission
is taken into account. Power consumption during contention
period is not counted. The link delivery rate is assumed to
be known at each node. We compare 4 different kinds of
algorithms. The first one, called COPE bp, employs the COPE
opportunistic network coding algorithm with session scheduling
performed by using the backpressure algorithm derived in [18],
which is equivalent to setting max next num=1 in COPR, and
with routing Djikstra’s shortest path algorithm based on the
ETT metric [20]. As this algorithm is different from COPE
in [1], it is denoted as COPE bp. The second one, COPR,
performs session scheduling by searching only the head of
queue2. The third one, opportunistic unicast without network
coding, is denoted as ORouting (Note that this is different from
the ExOR in [11]). The last one is simply shortest path routing.
As the network is large, it is difficult to find the maxi-
mum weighted hypergraph matching. Instead, in COPR, we
use distributed greedy hypergraph matching algorithms in [5].
COPR gdy1 chooses a locally heaviest hyperarc every time,
which COPR gdy2 chooses a locally heaviest hyperarc dis-
counted by the size of the hyperarc every time. COPR with
multi-hop overhearing is denoted as COPR multi, which keeps
in each packet the nodes overheard this packet in previous
3 hops. We choose  = 0.025 in all algorithms. U unicast
sessions exist in the network, where each session picks sender
and receiver randomly. For each U , 20 realizations of unicast
sessions are generated. A 1 megabyte file is split evenly among
all the U sessions and each session transmits one piece. The
average power per bit is obtained after transferring the file
over UDP, which is insensitive to packet losses and packet
reordering. As backpressure based algorithms usually need to
learn efficient routes first, we first transmit another 1 megabyte
file before transmitting the test file. The realizations with the
maximum, the minimum, and the median power saving by using
COPR gdy1 over that by using Routing are used to compare
different algorithms.
Fig. 5 shows performance of different algorithms on Roofnet
with 5 and 15 unicast sessions. For 5 unicast sessions, on
average, ORouting achieves an 11.45% power saving over
Routing for all 20 realizations, while this number increases
to 12.59% by using COPR gdy1. Interestingly, COPR gdy2
performs worse than COPR gdy1, which shows that energy effi-
cient applications prefer large hyperarcs. By using COPR multi,
an additional 1.24% power saving can be attained. In the
maximum power saving case, the average percentage of en-
coded packets at all nodes is 12.52% using COPR gdy1 and is
13.53% with COPR multi. COPE bp only achieves a 1.43%
power saving over Routing on average. In the maximum
power saving case, on average, 9.11% packets are coded with
COPE bp. Similar results hold for 15 unicast sessions. The
power saving by using ORouting and COPR gdy1 over that
by Routing becomes to 10.08% and 13.60%, respectively. By
using COPR multi, the gain increases to 14.59%. COPE bp
also attains a 2.27% gain. In the maximum power saving case,
28.94%, 30.49%, and 8.40% packets are coded together with
COPR gdy1, COPR multi, and COPE bp, respectively, and the
power savings are 23.40%, 24.37%, and 8.11%, respectively.
By increasing the number of sessions from 5 to 15, we find that
the percentage of packets coded together increases from 7.67%
to 19.98%. Therefore, increasing the number of sessions creates
more coding opportunities. We do not find any 3 packets are
XORed together in all 5-session realizations while only 0.02%
of coded packets are XORed with 3 packets in all 15-session
realizations. Opportunistic network coding with shortest path
2We do not compare with COPR by searching through the queue at each
node as it is very complicated for a large network with many sessions. But
from our simulation with 5 nodes wireless butterfly network, we indeed find
that this scheme can improve performance especially in a very lossy network.
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Fig. 5. Average power consumption per bit of different algorithms in Roofnet with 4 unicast sessions and 8 unicast sessions.
routing does not find many coding opportunities partly because
the number of sessions is small in our simulation. In [1], a
large number of sessions exist in a network results in high
congestion and many coding opportunities. On the other hand,
the proposed algorithm still works even though the number of
sessions is small.
Our experimental results suggest the following:
• Backpressure based algorithms create more coding op-
portunities than shortest path based algorithms in low
congestion and energy-constrained settings;
• Coding gain increases with the number of sessions.
• Multi-hop overhearing seems to be not helpful. It is good
enough to use one-hop overhearing with reduced overhead.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated energy efficient back-
pressure algorithms by exploiting multiple reception gain in
wireless networks. Based on optimization framework, back-
pressure algorithms are proposed for unicast without network
coding and XOR intersession network coding. Link scheduling
problem is found to be a maximum weighted hypergraph
matching problem, which can be solved distributedly by using
the algorithms in [5]. The optimal session scheduling algorithm
requires searching through all the queues at each node. To
reduce the complexity of session scheduling, a suboptimal
algorithm is proposed to search only the head of queues at
each node. By using proposed algorithms, a COPR protocol is
proposed for unicast with XOR intersession network coding.
COPR uses a specially designed MAC, which runs on top of
802.11b MAC. Packets’ format and parameters’ settings are
also discussed for COPR. Our experimental results show that
COPR achieves up to 25% power saving over pure routing. As
a future work, it is interesting to develop algorithms to reduce
complexity of computing (18) and (19) in session scheduling.
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